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TEM Data
Figures S1, S2 and S3 show TEM images at different magnifications of the nanoparticles PbS-HA, PbS-MA and PbS-OA, respectively. Figure S4 shows the EDXS spectra and calculated composition for the samples PbS-HA and PbS-MA. Figure S5 shows the FTIR data for the three nanoparticle systems, PbS-OA, PbS-HA and PbSMA. Figure S6 shows the EELS data acquired for the samples PbS-MA-2.94nm and PbS-OA-4.18nm. Once the spectra were acquired, the procedure followed to perform the background adjustment and subtraction was the same as the one reported in reference [1] . Briefly, a region of the zero loss peak energy tail is selected right before the signal associated to the energy gap, this tail is fitted to a curve using a power-law function, then it is extrapolated to higher energies and subtracted from the experimental data. The E g can be identified as the value in energy where the spectrum's signal starts to rise, right after the zero loss peak contribution [2] . All synthesized samples were analyzed with these conditions; being able to obtain reliable values for the E g only for two of them.
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